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43 Hillhouse
Branford College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Calhoun College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Davenport College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Divinity Apartments (Bellamy, Curtis, Fisher)
Esplanade Apartments
Mansfield Apartments
Pierson College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Saybrook College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Silliman College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Trumbull College (Master and Dean’s Apartments Only)
Whitewall Apartments
York Crown Apartments

Note on Daycare Centers:
Although not classified as Target Housing, 2 Daycare Centers (Edith B. Jackson and Calvin Hill) are known to contain lead-based paint. The painted surfaces at these locations have been tested, mapped, and identified by Yale EHS, and are maintained intact and encapsulated. Copies of these surveys are available from Yale EHS or the Daycare Director. In the event that painted surfaces must be disturbed in these locations, contact Yale EHS in advance.